March 31, 2019 has a dual significance, i.e. it is the ending and also the beginning of the new year of FY 2019-20. While our Office is working on a detailed publication of our Annual Activities during 2018-19, in this Newsletter I am briefly describing the jobs undertaken by IISSSC during the 4th Quarter.

**MOUs** - We have entered into 3 MOUs with 2 Organisations namely JN Tata Vocational Training Institute for training of 20000 workers of Tata Steel in various QPs of IISSSC in next 2 years; with Shyam Steel Ltd for training of their 400 employees in Job Roles of IISSSC on a Pan India basis, our endeavour is to extend the RPL 4.0, BICE Module to a no of SME Units to train their existing workforce. I congratulate team IISSSC for their preparedness to accept these daunting tasks.

**Exhibitions & Rojgar Melas** - We have organized one SSC own Rojgar Mela at Bokaro, Jharkhand and participated in Belgaum Rojgar Mela & Skill Exhibition in Karnataka. Participated in Global Skill Summit in Ranchi, Jharkhand. In all the 3 events a considerable number of youths visited our stall and showed keen interest for undertaking training. We have provided them all necessary information about our various Job Roles and also provided them with details of our Training Partners for obtaining the trainings.

**Meetings** – Our Finance Committee meeting was held on February 13, 2019 wherein Financial Accounts for the FY 2018 – 19 was reviewed and Budget for FY 2019 – 20 was finalized and recommended to Board of Directors.

The Board of Directors meeting was held on February 18, 2019 wherein our Chairman Shri P. Madhusudan and Board Members reviewed the jobs done for Q3, noted the progress of work for Q4, planned out the activities for FY 2019-20 and approved the Financial Budget for 2019-20. In this meeting the Chairman and Board Members released the latest Publications (i) Catalogue of Qualification Packs (QPs) & (ii) ‘SANKALP’ IISSSC Newsletter for Q3 (October 18 to December 18).

Internal Meeting of employees from HO and Branch was held on February 25, 2019 Chaired by CEO, to formalize the action plan of 2019-20 for achieving the tasks as directed by Board of Directors.

**Training Programmes** – On a pan India basis training programmes have taken place in various centres of our Training Partners. Short term trainings have been for Trainers (TOT) and for interested individuals on various Job Roles of IISSSC, to mention a few modules Fitter Electrical Assembly, Heating Regulator, Battery Operator, Housekeeping with Mechanised Equipments, Bearing Maintenance, Gas Tungsten Arc Welding, Iron & Steel Mechanist etc. In these training programmes 379 of candidates have been trained under ‘Saksham Jharkhand Kaushal Vikash Yojana’ of Jharkhand Skill Development Mission Society (JSDMS); 683 candidates under National Safai Karmacharis Finance & Development Corporation (NSKFDC) and Others 568 candidates thus a total number of 1630 candidates trained during this quarter.

Under RPL 4.0 from Q3 2018-19 to Q4 2018-19 following are the details of candidates Enrolled, Oriented, Assessed, Passed and Certified in JSW and JSPL. (Note: We have received Q3 figures in Q4):
Enrolled - 1790  •  Oriented - 1790
Accessed - 1424  •  Passed - 1424
Certified - 1424

In JSPL Raigarh Plant 23 nos of candidates are awaiting assessment.

Under PMKVVY 2 training figures for Q4 are as follows:

Enrolled - 3258  •  Trained - 1384
Accessed - 1210  •  Passed - 1121
Certified - 1280 amongst those Certified in Q4 a few candidates had been Assessed during earlier period.
Placed - 1358 amongst those Placed in Q4 a few candidates had been Certified during earlier period.

PF Facilities for Employees - As per recommendations of IISSSC Finance Committee and as approved in the meeting of Board of Directors, Provident fund facility has been extended to the eligible employees of IISSSC.

Press Release - Two Technical Journals namely Steel Scenario and Steel & Metallurgy issued on monthly basis, having a wide readership among all divisions of Major Steel Companies, amongst many Secondary Steel manufacturers and those Companies /Professionals involved in steel supply chain, have covered the activities of IISSSC in their February 2019 issue. This coverage has evoked a considerable interest amongst readers and many of them are approaching us for training and skilling related activities. The above mentioned Journals have offered to publish the activities of IISSSC on a regular basis.

Recognition - I am pleased to inform all readers that we have received wide appreciation from SAIL, RINL, JSW & JSPL for our Project 'KAUSHAL' under RPL 4.0, wherein trainings are designed for re-skilling/up-skilling for employees in major steel industries. In the appreciation letters senior officials of the companies have categorically acknowledged the benefits their respective Organisations have derived after conducting our training Programmes for their employees under 'KAUSHAL'.

At the commencement of new Financial Year 2019-20 the moment has come for all of us to invest more of our quality time and efforts in training the vast youth of our Country, re-skilling and up-skilling the huge workforce of our Nation for achieving high economic growth through higher productivity of India during this fiscal year. I look forward for your continued support and welcome any suggestion for furthering the activities of our Council.

(Sushim Banerjee)
GLIMPSES of IISSSC ACTIVITIES DURING Q4

EXHIBITION & ROJGARMELA

Belgaum (Karnataka) Rojgar Mela & Skill Exhibition
9th January, 2019

IISSSC stall at Belgaum Rojgar Mela cum Skill Exhibition, Karnataka.

IISSSC stall at Belgaum Rojgar Mela, Karnataka.

Global Skill Summit at Ranchi, Jharkhand
10th January, 2019

Exhibition Stall in Global Skill Summit at Ranchi

IISSSC Stall at Global Skill Summit at Ranchi

Bokaro Rojgar Mela
21th February, 2019

Offer letter given to candidates trained in IISSSC job roles.
15 candidates attend Training of Trainers (TOT) program at Durgapur Govt. ITI

Under RPL program 24 candidates have been trained and appeared for assessment during this period at Durgapur Steel Plant

Practical Training on IISSSC certified job role at Rashtriya Ispat Nigam Ltd.

Under AICTE - TI program 60 students of 3 Technical Institute have been trained during this period. Viz; Ponnaiyah Ramajayam Polytechnic College, Maa Saraswati Educational Trust, Yashvir Memorial Technical Institute

Training is going on IISSSC certified job role for House Keeping with Mechanised Equipments.
MEETINGS

MOU with JN Tata Vocational Training Institute
4th February, 2019

CEO of IISSSC is visiting training center of JN Tata Vocational Training Institute

CEO of IISSSC signed an MOU with JN Tata Vocational Training Institute

Board Meeting
18th February, 2019

GC members reviewing the progress of Q3 & discussing of future activities of 2019-20

Chairman of IISSSC Mr. P. Madhusudan releasing Catalogue of QPs at Board Meeting.

Chairman of IISSSC Mr. P. Madhusudan releasing “SANKALP” IISSSC News Letter for Q3(Oct-Dec'18)
Success Stories

ASHUTOSH KUMAR
FROM BOKARO, JHARKHAND

Job Roll - Fitter Electronic Assembly
Name of Company - Exide Industries Ltd., Mumbai (Maharashtra) as Trainee

Coming from Bokaro, a small town of Jharkhand nothing was so easy for Ashutosh until he joined Saksham Jharkhand Kaushal Vikas Yojana on Fitter Electronic Assembly. He is now a proud employee of Exide Industries Ltd., Mumbai who is earning a fabulous livelihood and supporting his family.

“...It’s been a wonderful journey from Bokaro to Mumbai, Exide Industries Ltd. I would like to thank JSDMS and my training centre for changing my life...”

TALIM ANSHARI
FROM BOKARO, JHARKHAND

Job Roll - Fitter Leveling Alignment and Balancing
Name of Company - JBM Auto Limited, Gujarat as Trainee

MUKESH KUMAR MISHRA
FROM GARHWA, JHARKHAND

Job Roll - Fitter Leveling Alignment and Balancing
Name of Company - Sangam Textile, Gujarat As Trainee